Film activate: Just keep swimming

FINDING NEMO
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In this marvelous tale featuring the colorful world of the tropical sea and exposing the dangers of life in the ocean, we also learn about living with disabilities. Nemo has a small “lucky” fin, as his dad calls it, and Dory suffers from short-term memory loss. At school, Nemo’s classmates accept his disability, empathize, and tell him about their own: one has a shorter tentacle, and another one is allergic to H2O. What are some of the amazing character traits Nemo and Dory display that make them overcome their disabilities? Circle all that apply.

Communicative  Brave
Self-confident  Rebellious
Cheery  Curious  Kind
Responsible  Reliable
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Crush, the turtle, Marlin, the clown fish, and P. Sherman the dentist, all have different parenting styles toward Squirt, Nemo, and Darla respectively. Which one did you like best and why?

__________________________

__________________________

__________________________

Color the characters with your favorite markers, pencils, or crayons.
Bruce, Anchor, and Chum are sharks. Sharks are not vegetarian, but this trio has made a promise to not eat their fish friends. They get together frequently to remind each other about this goal. However, their urge to eat them could sometimes take the best of them. Have you or someone you know struggle to maintain a habit that is hard to keep? For example, eating less candies, using less electronic devices, helping at home, reading more, etc. Which is your goal, promise, or resolution? Could you come up with a goal in case you do not have one? Get inspired by the sharks and write or draw yours below.

My goal is to